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Coed Housing Policy Is Revised

b~

All freshman and sophomore
woman students admitted to
the SIU Carbondale campus
after Dec. 6 must live in
University bousing if it is
available, according to V. H.
Broertjes, coordinator of
housing.
The new policy has been
brought about by an increasing
number of vacancies in University women's housing.
Earlier
last month the
Housing Office said tbat Smith
Hall, Thompson Point, was to
be changed into amen's
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dormitory in face of growing
vacancies.
However. because of student
opposition to the proposed
move. an ad hoc committee
of students and administrative
officers recommended against
such a change.
Based on the committee's
recommendations, the proposed cbange in Smith Hall
was canceled and tbe new
policy of women'sbousingwas
brought into effect, according
to Broertjes.
In connection With the new

policy, advertisements and
personal letters have been
sent to all incoming woman
students, informing them to
fill the vacancies in University
residence balls, the release
stated.
Broertjes has also asked tbe
members of tl.e student
government and those who
participated on the ad hoc
committee to extend the information about the new policy
by word of mouth to any new
women who need housing for
winter quarter.

SalukisBeat Chattanooga, 68-47
*

*

McNeil and Smith
Score 18 Each

Senate Asks
QueryInto
Radio Setup
The Carbondale Campus
Senate has authorized a committee to investigate the new
radio broadcast network set
up by the Athletic Department.
The committee's purpose
will be to determine whether
this
is an unnecessary
duplication of facilities.
In other action, the Senate
sent to committee the bill
calling for a raise in the
activity fee of $4 a quaner.
The bill, if passed next term.
will then be presented to the
SIU Board of Trustees for
approval.
The announcement by the
Housin~ Office requiring all
girls who register after Dec.
6 to live in University housing
was read to the Senate.
A bill to establish an appeals
board fer motorcycle riders
was sent to comminee. The
committee will meet with the
University Vehicle, Traffic
and Safety Committee, to discuss the matter further.
A resolution, introduced by
George Paluch, student body
president, commending John
Zink, elections com missioner,
on the handling of th~ recent
election was passed unanimously.
A bill that would regulate
the distribution of tickets for
the SIU-Evansville basketball
game was sent to committee
for fun her study.
A repon was pres-::nted to
the Senate by Ronald Centanni,
city relations commissioner,
on his conference with Jack
~azeI,
Carbondale police
chief.
The repon outlined the
training and operational procedures of the police force.
The senate tabled a bill,
presented on the recommendation of the Southern
Riders ASSOCiation, that would
require cyclists to wear
helmets and pass both a
driving and written test.

·
Ph armacy M
ove
•
Brings Shutdown

The SIU Pharmacy will be
closed from Monday, Dec. 20
to Monday, Dec. 27 when it
will be moved from its present
location to 115 Small GrolJP
Housing.
Health Service officials said
students who are under continuous medication should
make arrangments in advance
for enough medicine to carry
them through rl!at period if
they are going to be on campus.

Shu.1I O'5.IIi.,un und Friend..
He's Surrounded

Solitary Single Male Resident oj Neely
Plies Charms on 816 (Count 'em) Coeds
By Ron Hustedde
On a campus where men outnumber women two to one.
Shawn O'Sullivan has it made.
He's the only unmarried m3Ie
living in Neely Hall, home of
816 coeds.
But before you men go
dashing off to the Housing
Office to apply for a room at
Neely next year, it's only fair
to tell you that Shawn is twoyears-old.
He came by his enviable
position because he's the only
child of Mr. and Mrs. James
O'Sullivan and his mother is
head resident at the hall.
What happens to Shawn
should happen to every guy
just once in a lifetime. Shawn
is petted, pampered, pawed
and pleased. He's kissed,
cuddled and caressed. He's
hugged and girl-handled to
boot.
And like every red-blooded
American boy, albeit still
a bit young for such goings
on, Shawn seems to love it.
Shawn, who is not above

using all his lrisb charm to
get his way, is never lacking
for a date, although officially
they are called babysitters.
In fact, tbe girls, afraid that
he might lack companionship.
volunteer for duty and the
lucky lad ends up witb six
to seven "dates'· a week,
probably the best average for
any single male on c'lmpus.
He's been tbe guest of
a birthday party at which he
got a Saluki sweatshin and a
whole lot of kisses and hugs.
And chances are that Santa
may get a slipped disc bauling
all the Christmas presents
he's sure to get from bis
many female admirers.
The girls have found tbat
Shawn, like all males. can be
a bit perverse at times. But
they seem to love bim all the
more for it and only mildly

Trustees M••tToday
The SIU Board of Trustees
will meet at 2 p.m. today in
the President's Office. Tbe
meeting is the last one scheduled this year.

The Salukis, p:3yingwithout
starting forward Ralph Johnson. coasted to an easy 68-47
victory over tbe University of
Chattanooga Friday night in
the Arena.
Neither team was impressive in the contest, but the
Salukis were able to hold on to
an early lead to stay on top all
the way.
Johnson. a 6-7 junior. suffered a tom canilage in his
right knee at practice Thursday. SIU athletic officials said
he would probably undergo
surgery on the knee Dec. 21
and may not see action the
remainder of the year. Until
the mishap, Jobnson was
Soutbem's top rebounder and
second leading scorer.
Clarence Smith. Johnson's
replacement, came off the
bench and tied With George
McNeil for sCOring honors
with 1H points. The 6-4
junior ~ ,>lay was one of the
few bright spots of the night,
also leading the team in rebounds with 10.
Southern jumped off to a hot
stan and rang up a quick 11-1
lead before the Moccasins
scored their first goal With the
game seven minutes old. Smith
stanled the crowd in the early
surge as he accounted for six
of the Salukis' first 11 points.
The tempo slowed down af
that point, and the teams
traded baskets throughout
most of the remainder of the
haH. At the intermission, the
Sal&Jcis were on top 31-21.
Southern shot a cool .295
in the first haH With Randy
Goin pacing the squad witb
11 points. McNeil was right
behind with 10 and Smith, who
cooled off after his fast start,
bad six.
The two teams matched each
other With short scoring
streaks early in tbe second

scold him when be runs his
toy tractor into their ankles,
Even the coed wbo found him
watching with more than
casual interest when sbe
(c..ti...ecI .. P..- 12)
kissed ber boyfriend goodbye
couldn't get too upset.
Shawn seems to sense the
power he holds over the girls,
especially when he finds them
at the candy machines in the
dorm. First he tries tocharm
them out of a candy bar and
when that faUs, his big blue
eyes take on a sad and pleading
look. Tbat usually does the
trick, much to the dismay of
his parents.
Shawn tries not to play
favorites himself but chances
are if you went looking for
him you'd find him visiting
one of the tall willowy blondes
who lives on the ninth floor.
He may not be exactly
what you might call a playboy of the western world, but
there are few guys on campus
who would not swap a place
on the deans list for Shawn's
spot on campus even for one Gus says he wishes next week
wasn't.
day.

Gus Bode
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Lipstick and Rouge for Men?
You Have Got to be Kidding
By DeMaris Lowry
Laugt.!er, and, "You must
be
kidding:·
were the
responses given by all of the
SIU coeds who were asked,
"What do you think of cosmetics for men?"
After the coeds had regained
their composure, their general thought seemed to bethal
it is all right for men to
wear cologne or aCter-shave.
but they should not wear cosmetics. Most of the girls also
agreed that they would not go
out with a date who showed
up wearing cosmetics. That is.
if they could teU hewaswearing cosmetics.
So, as far as the girls at
SIU are concerned, the companies who arecomingout with
a line of cosmetics for men
may as well stop production.
The girls like the man as he
is tOday. They do not want
to revert back to Elizabethan
times when the men dressed
in silks. velvets and Idce, and
wore cosmetics. The girls
seemf'd most emphatic in their
belief that males should not
wear lipstick.
'" wouldn't go out With a
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boy who wore lipstick. It
wouldn't seem right for the
girl to come home from a date
with his lipstick on her face,'"
said Sue Redick. a freshman
from LeXington, Mass•
.., wouldn't like cosmetics
on men. especially lipstick. I
would not want my boy friend
to appear for a date With
powder and lipstick on. I can't
picture what they would look
like. I've seen boys with Ii~
iltick on for Halloween panies,
and they look ridiCUlOUs," said
Bea Zinser, a senior from
Joliet.
Susie Schick. a sophomore
from Elgin, said she did not
think men should wear any
makeup. She thought that
actors were the onl~' men who
had a reason to wear makeup.
". think that it's okay for a
guy to wear a medicated
cover-up. After all. they can
be embarrassed by bad skin
the same as girls, but I don't
thin" they should wear makeup:' said Nancy Wright. a
junior from Carterville.
"I would not go on a date
with a boy who used hair
bleach or cosmetics. I want
those things for me. not him:"
said Rita Stergis, a freshman
from Herrin.
Severa! of the girls had
answers to the question,
"What would you do if your
date showed up at your door
wearing makeup?"
Denise Perigo, a fep-shman
from Rantoul. said that she
would tell him to go wash
his face before they went out
in public. Sharon Newton, a
freshman from Hurst, said
that she would suggest to her
date that they stay home for
the evening.
The response of local coeds
nO£withstanding. a lot of men
w.lI be wearing cosmetics next
year, according to several national magaZines. In fact, one
estimates that several million
dollars wonh of men's cosmetics will be purchased next
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Fragranl Virili'y?

Men Smell More Like Women;
Cologne Ain't Sissy No More
By Rob Reincke
The sweet-smelling, highheeled, bright-suited modern
male may not be the sissy
some people think he is.
lie could be the new American model of masculinity. For
man's ideas about his appearance seem to be going through
a new period.
The view was once held by
many that the perfumed, impeccably dressed male was
not the most virile crea£ure
walking the face of the earth.
Rut this view seems to be
fading.
The American male seems
to be increaSingly conscious
of his appearance (and aroma)
to others, especially the opposite sex. Some people, however, think he has crossed too
far over into the realm of
femininity in his quest for
a neat appearance.

These stycritics
to
popular
It's such point
as highheeled shoes, tight, ta.pered
slacks, long hair, and male
__......____......__..&._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __I cosmetics as examples of a
loss of masculinity.
Even the manufacturers of
men's clothing have admitted
that the American male is
drifting towards femininity.
George Richman, president of
Richman Brothers, one of the
largest firms in the business,
said he saw definite signs of
femininity creeping into male
fashions.
Most critics of men's styles
especially point to the influx
of men's toiletries as a sign
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of their loss of masculinity.
Three or four years ago you
might have been clouted With
a beer bottle for telling a man
he smelled nice. Today, he
is liable to anoint you with a
few precious drops of his
favorite fragrance for the
same remark.
The entire field of men's
cosmetics is one of the
fastest-rising businesses In
America. Today practically
every drug, department and
men's clothing store offers
a wide variety of colognes,
after-shave lotion, soap and
other niceties to the male
customer.
A recent survey conducted
by "Men's Wear" magazine
offers ample proofofthe boom
in men's toiletries. Of the
stores in the sample, II per
cent were adding or planning
to add a men's cosmetics
department. Of those already
having such departments, 74
per cent were expanding the
present facilites.
Do SIU students think these
developments are moving the
American male toward
femininity?
". thinle: this is definitply
true in the case of cologne,"
said Jim Bolinger, a sophomore from Edwardsville.
.. But I don't think it is true
of hair styles for men of college age. Maybe it is though
for the younger boys with their
longer hair."
"I think some young men
are going to extremes, especially with hair styles, and
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are getting more feminine,"
said Dennis Sanders, a junior
From Ramsey. "But I don't
think it is true of coiog!les
and clothes. I like cologne
myself."
"This is definitely true of
the new types of cologne,"
said Dennis Pastor. a senior
from Pana. "Men used to stick
to the more masculine fragrances, but now they're turning to bi"ands that smell more
and more like the girls'. I
don't think the clothes have
really changed that much
except for the younger kids,
but as for hair styles, that's
something else'"
Terry Berry, a sophomore
from Morrisonville, thought
that as long as men follow
current styles they shouldn't
be called effeminate.
"I do think some of them
ought to cut their hair or pin
it up to keep it out of their
eyes though," he noted.
Another student was a bit
more explicit. "I don't think
they should let some of these
long-haired characters in the
men's room, said Craig Penwell, a sophomore from Pana,
"I like the continental-style
clothes and colognes. I have
six kinds myself, but I don't
like any when they're carried
to extremes. Overall, I don't
think men are getting more
feminine, I just think they're
looking for something new."
If men are looking for something new, they should find
it from the British. The
"Mods," those mop-topped,
lacy-cuffed lads from that
country, are currently hepped
on face powder and lipstick.
So don't cross one of them,
he's liable to flog you with
his powder puff.

WHY WALK?
Get your Gri.... tift.

011
CAMPUII
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Show 10 &amine
Newspaper Crises
The effect of mergers and
competition
on American
newspapers is to be discussed
on "Crises of the American
Newspaper·' at 8:30p.m. today
over WSIU-TV.
Other programs:

Saturday
Counseling and Testing will give secondary
school administration tests from 8 a.m.
until noon L; Furr Auditorium ofUn!versity
School.
UNICEF Christmas cards wilJ be sold by
the student government from 8 a.m. until
5 p.m. in Room H of the University Center.
The Forestry Club will sell Christmas trees
from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. on the practice
football field.
Intramural corecreation swimming will be
held from 1 until 5 p,m. l'l the swimming
pool at University School.
Intramural weight lifting will be held from
1 until 5 p.m. in Room 103 of McAndrew
Stadium.
"The Fantasticks·· will be presented by the
Southern Players at 8 p.m. in the Southern
Playhouse.
"Houdini·' will be the movie hour presentation
at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. in Furr Auditorium
of University School.
A dance will be held from 8:30 until 11:30
p.m. in the Roman Room of the University
Center.

Sunday
The Forestry Club wHl sell Christmas trees
from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. on the practice
football field.
Intramural co:-ecreation swimming will be

held from 1 until 5 p.m. in the swimming
pool at University School.
Intramural weight lifting will be held from
1 until 5 p.m. in Room 103 of MCAndrew
Stadium.
The Campus Folk Art Society will meet
from 2 until 4 p.m. in Room C of the
University Center.
The Christian Science Organization will meet
at 2:30 p.m. in Room 0 of the University
Center.
The University High School
Christmas
concert will be presented at 4 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium.
The Afro-American History Club will meet
at 5 p.m. in Room 0 of the University
Center.
The Southern Film SOCiety will present
"Heart and Soul" at 6 p.m. in Morris
Library Auditorium.
Delta Chi pledges will meet at 6 p.m.
in Room C of the University Center.
"The Fantasticks" will be presented by
the Southern Players at 8 p.m. in the
Southern Playhouse.

Monday
The Saluki Flying Club wiU meet at 7:30
p.m. in the Seminar Room of the Agriculture Building.
Alpha Kappa Psi will meet at 9 p.m. in Noom
214 of the Agriculture Building.

High School Basketball, Classical Music,
Opera Set for WSIU Radio This Weekend
The opera "Don Carlo" by 8:30 p.m.
Giuseppi Verdi will be broadSibelius Centenary: "The
cast at I p.m. today by WSIU
Birth of Fire'· by the FinRadio.
nish Radio Symphony Orchestra. Piano CompoOther programs:
Sitions. Op. 75 by Rolf Bergroth. and Kim Borg sings
5:30 p.m.
Sibelius' En Saga. Op. 9.
News Report.
accompanied by the Finnish Radio Symphony.
6 p.m.
Music in the Air.
9:30 p.m.
Moments
from G ran d
7 p.m.
Opera.
Broadway Beat: Original
cast recordings of BroadMONDAY
way productions.
8:15 p.m.
High
School Basketball:
11 p.m.
Swing Easy.

SUNDAY
10 a.m.
Salt Lake City Choir: Music
from the Morman Tabernacle.
10:30 a.m.
M07.art·s Missa Brevis in
o major, Berlio?;'s "Requiem·' and Debussy's "Le
Martyre de Sa i nr Sebastian.'·
8 p.m.
Poems From the Old English; The Phoenix. a long
mythical poem.
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8 p.m.
The Nation's Health: Dr.
HolliS Ingraham, commissioner of health of the state
of New York. discusses
"The Role of State Agencies in the Nation's Health."

Carter Is Elected
Pledge Class Head

Robert Cal "er has been
elected president ofthepledge
class of Phi Sigma Kappa
social fraternity.
Other officers are Robert
8 a.m.
J. Zurko. vice president; EdThe Morning Show.
ward Bridges. secretary;
RaymondN. Fuller. treasurer;
3:05 p.m.
and Cbarles Harris. social
Concert
Hall: Brahms' chairman.
Symphony No.2 in D major.
Stravinsky's Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra and
Tchaikovsky's "Francesca
da Rimini.'·
Phi Delta Epsilon, natior..::l
7:30 p.m.
Music
by Don Gillis: college publications honorary•
.. TWinkletoes" fro m The initiated six students into the
Twinkletoes Ballet per- fraternity at a meeting Thursformed by the Orchestra day evening.
They
are
Evelyn M.
da Camera of Rome, "Five
Acre Pond·' by .be Amarillo Augustin. TimO[hy W. Ayers.
Symphony and Symphony Richard P. Birger. Roland A.
51/2 by Arturo Toscanini Gill. John M. Goodrich and
Michelle P. Hanafin.
and the NBC Symphony.

Pi Delta Epsilon
Initiates Students

BERNICE SAYS•••
T.V. Ballgame
Afternoon
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5 p.m.
What's New: "How to Sail."
6p.m,
Festival
Sibelius.
Finland.

of
the Arts:
Symphony
of

7 p.m.

SANTA VISITS DORM

Dormitories Hold
Children's Party

Observation '65: SIU staff
memher13 give their firsthand account of life in Viet
Nam.

Students l!ving at 600 Free- 8 p.m.
Passport 8: "The Vanishing
man dormitory and Ptolomey
Musk Ox:'
Towers were hosts to a group
of Carbondale children at a
9:30p.m.
Christmas party this week.
Continental Cinema: "End
The
youngsters
we r e
of Desire:' a film starring
treated to> hamburgers and
Maria Schell in a story
soft drinks and a giant Christby Guy de Maupassant.
mas t:ake. Afterwards Santa
Claus distributed gifts to the
children.
ShopWiIft
Jeanette T. Uhrik. Mary R.
Nash. KarenL. Dillinger. Curt
Dally Eeyptian
J. Neudecker. Evan Gannon and
Larry E. White were coAdverti ••n
ordinators for the party.

ANNOUNCING FOR
Winter Quarter
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Daily Egyptian Editorial Page

Senate Wise to Delay Fee Eill
In view of late developments. to act on the bill at taday's e n han c e
the measure's
the Campus Senate acted wise- meeting. thus removing the chances for enactment.
The task now is to make
ly Thursday night. when it primary argument for prompt
a thorough study of the bill
voted to send ehe athletic fee passage by the Senate.
in order to present a good.
increase bill [0 committee for ti:o~~11 :m~~~~~s;~~~sg~~= legally acceptable case for
further study.
sultation with the administra- the fee increase to both the
President Man-is indicated tion. especially on the legality administration and the Board
that in any case the Board of establishing a fee for the of Trustees.
of Trustees would be unlikely Carbondale campus only. can
John Epperheimer

Letters to the Editor

Fantasticb: First,Read 'Oxford Companion ••• '
Dear Mr. Gill
I would like to take exception to your Dec. 4 review of
The Fantasticks. As a member of the company. I may incur a slighting remark of
just sour grapes:' but
as a member wbo was complimented by you. I would answer
"No. thank you:· to even the
kind words. for the whole review was pointless.

··Ob.

I feel. Mr. Gill. that you
have missed the entire point
of the play. from its subf:lest
manifestations to its broadest
implications. Seemingly you
disliked the entire tradition
and spirit of the commedia
deu'arte. upon which this play
is based. You assumed it was
the fault of the characters.
and proceeded to critiCize the
actors.
You must understand that
this play has a -rery long history; its origins are in the
commedia which flourished in
Europe. especially Italy. from
the Sixteenth to the eighteenth
cemuries. The tradition of
these acting companies touring the country with their repertories of little plays spread
allover Europe and into England. They were "of the profession" (~), but were
also practiced and cultivated
by academic amateurs.
The firstofthesecompanies
to reach Paris was the Ganassa company in 1670. Rostand,
writing Les Romanesques
(Tile Romantics the pre-

decessor of The Fantasticks)
in 189<1. drew freely on this
spirit. these plots, the tradition of verse. and even the
character names of tbe 'i2!!!ms:di! mucb as he did when
writing his other plays.

father was not quite as intelligent as Pantalone. a dramatic technique of pairing unlikes for comic effect. In the
cammedia both fathers had
iiiiRy""""iiames. but now, perhaps. you can understand why
the most cruel insult Hucklebee receives in tile play is
to be called a "pantaloon'·'
The boy and the girl are
drawn almo.st e,xactly from
the ~, rlghe down to
the boy s literary ambitions.

It was in the late 1950's
that The F anlasticks opened
on off-Broadway with a simple
stage. a piano. and a few
props. It has since enjoyed
success all over the world;
the company With which I
played in the summer of 196<1
took their production to the hundred years old. are aeInternational Theatre Festival
ceptedbyhighschoolanduniin Nancy. France.
"ersity audiences allover the
I cannot help but feel that state.
your lack of familiarity With
The old actor and the Inthe characters in the £2!!!- dian are variants in the u ser_
media tradition leads you to yant" tradition. These two
your-misjudgment of the play. characters are del zanni. tile
These are natural. human clowns. They also employ the
types, but apparently you need technique of pairing wit and
an introduction:
stupidity. but in a far more
exaggerated way than the two
EI Gallo is a derivative of father~. This is a parallel
the comm~ "Caprain;" he that unfortunately you missed
was "used as a rival,._.also when you stated that the part
an independent role. Rostand of the boy's fatherwas"overstrengthened the imponance played•.• to the point where it
of his role in the play. but became
ridiCUlous."
The
left him pretty much the brag- name of the old actor. "Hengart-coward of the~; ry Albertson:' is simply an
his EI Gallo. which he called angliCized mouthing of the
Straforel. was a model for his ~ "Harlequin." Morlater Cyranode Bergerac. The timer. the Indian. is Harlepresent
script makes him quin's commedia opposite.
much more warm and human. "Pulcinella:
who enjoyed
The "toughest" of the£2!!!- such a great success in Engmedia parents was "Panta- land where he had the name of
lone:" who was "given to Punch in the Pu.lch-and-Judy
reprimands, tirades, and long sbows. In the process he
Winded advice." The other picked up a Cockney accent.

POINT OF VIEW

M· • • • Ed
·
~:s h::e~:a:; ~~I:S:~" 'SS'SS.pp.
ucaf.on
N ee ds federal funds

I fear that I may have made
our attempt at recreating the
, commedia sound Hke a rather
academic sort of lark. an intellectual play for intellectuals. This is not so, not in
the least. In respect (0 Ill£
Daily Egyptian's request that
leners be of reasonable
length. I will not cite here the
numerous lerters of appreciation and respect that the touring company has received
from all over this state as
well as the Job Corps camp
at Breckinridge. The fact is
that we have played a p]ayand
revived a tradition for these
people. and they have understood it. They have not felt
compelled to imitate a witty
~ styJeor affect a pseudo. adult taste as you have. Mr.
Gill.
As Mr. EricChristmassaid
after a review in the ~
Dlinoisian of his 1964 production of King Lear. u; can understand a bad review. but I
simply cannot abide a stupid
one." Please do not feel compelled to write any further
dramatic reviews until you
are qualified to do so. Perhaps an evening with ~
ford COMPanion to the Theatre
would put YOIl an the level
of the rest of Illinois.
Siayskal.. C'hicagoPs AMerican

SLOWLY DEVELOPING

Richard Barton

by Robert M. Hutchins
It is hard for anybody living
outside Mississippi to have
any
sympathy
for
the
inhabitants of that backward
area. Its legal system and
its social habits are a disgrace
to our country. The eXistence
of Mississippi is the best
argument for a drastic alteration in the relations between
federal government and state
government.
Yet candor compels the
admission that the historical
relationship
between
the
federal government and the
states.
which
is
not
Mississippi's fault. is one of
the causes of Mississippi's
plight.
There must
be
some
connection between the educational system of a community
and the cultural level it
achieves. There must be some
connection between the amount
of money a community spends
on education and the kind of
educational svstem it has.
No one would go so far as
to say that increasi ng the
amount Spellt on education will
guarantee a higher quality of
instruction.
All I am suggesting is that there must be
some connection between expenditures and results.
The historical relationship
between the federal government and the states has meant
that education has been left
to the states. This might not
have had serious practical
consequences if all the states
had had equal resources. an
equal number of children and
an equal interest in educating
them •
The official figures estimating current expenditure
per child in the public elementary and secondary
sch-:JOls of the country for
1964-5
have
just been
published by the U. S_ Depanment of Health. Education and
Welfare.
TIley
show MiSSissippi
where we all knew iE wculd
be. at the bou{lm of the list.
The figure for that state is
$273. as compared With $790
in New York. With all allowance for differences in costs.
and With all reservations abeu!
the causal connection between

dollars
and
quality,
a
Mississippi child must be
getting an education far
inferior to that offered his
contemporary in New York.
If Mississippi were to blame.
all the rest of us could be
quite r::elf-righteous about this.
But Mississippi is not to
blame.
On the contrary. the state
spends a higher proportion of
its personal income on public
education than the national
average. That average is
4.74%.
The percentage for
Mississippi is 5.34. This is
higher than the effort put forth
by such rich states as
Connecticut. Delaware, Mary·,
land. Massachusetts, Pennsylvania. Illinois. Indiana.
Michigan. Ohio and Wisconsin.
It is higher than New York.

HUTCHINS
It is almost twice as high as

the District of Columbia.
In short. Mississippi, a poor
state with lots of children. at
the bottom of the list when it
comes to current expenditure
per child. surpasses 35 states
in
the
proportion of !ts
personal income devoted to
public
schools.
The probabilities are that
in
a
financial
sense
Mir::sissippi is doing aU itcan.
If the Mississippi child is to
have a fair snow. the American people will have to come
to his aid. Let us hope (hat
the Johnson educ&tional program will reach him SOOri.
Copyright 1965
Los Angeles Times
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IF PROFS WERE RATED THEY MIGHT GET A GRADE SLIP LIKE THIS

College students across the country are engaged in a fad this year and it has r.orhing to
do with stuffing telephone booths, wrecking pianos
or swallowing goldfish.
It's called the "rating game" by some students
and all it involves is evaluating a class or profess:>r that you have had.
The "game" has caught on throughout the
country and several schools have begun to implement plans for their students to assess the ability
of their instructors.
At City College 6f New York, 40,000 questionnaires are to be distributed by student government leaders so that all students will have a chance
to rate inst£uctors.
Yale honors and undergraduate students are to
be given a voice in the appointment of faculty
members to tenure positions.
At Berkeley, the student newspaper has published a booklet listing the good and bad points of
faculty members.
At Michigan State University. a student instructional rating report has been introduced
which will give instructors student criticism
on a private level.
At Iowa State University students Will fill out
evaluation sheets on five different courses. The
evaluation returns will be tabulated and published
in booklet form tor public purchase.
At Bowling Green University, student opinion
is being molded for a professor evaluation
program.
At St. Bonaventure University. talk is also
centering about a rating for professors' ability.
The Universities of Minnesota and Washington
have already adopted such programs.
Advocates of such a program feel it is necessary so that students play a bigger role "in
determining .he type of education they get."
They also feel that only the students can
truly assess a professor because they see him as
he really is.
Some feel that such a poll enables some

departmental chairmen who are "painfully aware
that some members in their departments are ineffective, but protected because of tenure."
But all advocates agree that the ratings will
inform the professor of his shortcomings. If
the same complaint occurs frequently, the professor will realize that there is something wrong
with his teaching methods and will correct them
immediately.
Ar Yale faculty members seemed generally
in accord with the execU[ive-committee suggestion and many students regarded it as a qualified
victory for those who picketed last spring on
behalf of a former associate professor of
philosophy who was popular but perished because
his peers were unimpressed by his scholarship.
One objecnon to the rating program is that
professors would not be subject to criticism
or evaluation because it may jeopardize their position With other professors or srudents.
Advocates usuany counter with the argument
that since the professors are paid by the public,
they should not be immune to criticism and are
in the same position as politiCians, senators and
congressmen.
Another strong criticism is that education is
not a commodity for sale on the market.
The rebuttal offered is that a college education
is one of the most prized and expensive commodities on tbe market today. The collegeeducation is something to be valued, not only for
sociological reasons, but also economic.
What some administration people feel is that
the project would cause discontent among the
faculty members. "There has to be a low man on
the totem pole, but this wouldn't necessarily
make him a poor instructor. Also, there is a
natural resentment to be evaluated," said one
university president.
More objection of the proposal concerns the
validity of the rating. Some feel it would be a
judgment of a teacher's personality rather than
his ability.

To avoid this some schools are qualifying their
evaluations to recent graduate students who can
"give a more valid rating."
Another objection brought up concerns tenure.
Will the rating affect the teacher's tenure on campus? Advocates retort by asking another question:
Should tenure be the reason for keeping a professor or should the quality of education he can
give the student be the major factor?
The problem of coming to a justified rating
also concerns some people. Just how do you come
to make a justified evaluation? What are the
criteria?
Some feel it is impossible because, as one
MSU associate professor of philosophy put it,
"No one has ever decided exactly what a university is supP"sed to be doing. It's hard to
evaluate how well someone is functioning until
you determine what his function is.
"If carloads upon carloads of students sign
up .<>r a particular course term after term. are
you going to promote the professor? Or are you
going to demote him?
"I find it hard to think that student opinion
would not be considered at an:' he said.
Another Big Ten school official said that in
an abstract course. the subject matter may not
make as deep an impression on the student until
later. "Students can take ,1 course and think
they aren't learning anything and detest the professor:' he said. "but realize afterward that it
is one of the best courses they have had."
The controversy is fo.r from being settled. but
some schools such as MSU are using a rating
program on a one year trial basis.
Schools such as Reed, Antioch and Bennington
already grade their professors and in Oregon.
state college teachers compete for $250.000 in
bonuses voted by the legislature to stimulate
better teaching With the stUdents doling out the
A's and B's.
Reprinted from the Marquette Tribune.

Spealcer-BanLa",.DuputeJ

Campus Free Speech Is Linked
To Freedom of Dissent Issue

Michigan

Stat~ :'i~w::;:

THAT'S WONDERFUL' A PARKING TICKET WITH
"MERRY CHRISTMAS" WRITTEN ON THE BACK_

The controversy surrounding the question of academic
freedom has become a critical issue in the politics of
several states and. indeed, the
nation at large. Not only is
it debated by college students and heretofore obscure
professors. but also governors, senators and expresidential candidates.
Freedom of speech on college and university campuses
has become inescapably intertwined with the broader question of freedom of dissent in
our society, and for many is
linked to specific movements
of grievances.
Ir.
North
Carolina a
"spealcer- ban" law was hurriedly pushed through the state
legislature in the dosing
hour" of the 196:, session. This
unique law prohibits "any
known member" of thE' Communist party or anyone who
has invoked the fifth amendment's
protection against
self-incrimir.ation in loyalty
investigations from speaking
on state-supported college and
university campuses.
The prcponents of the law
were mo~ivated bv diverse
concerns, ranging from anger

over civil rights demonstrations in the state capital, participated in by some University of North Carolina faculty
and students. to general popular unrest over the "liberal"
teaching at the state university. One of the chief backers
of the law, State Sen. Thomas
White, has candidly commented that "I don't believe
there's a Communist •. over
there (Chapel Hill). but there
might as well be as long as
the people think there is. They
need to reassure people along
this line."
A special commission appointed by Democratic Gov.
Dan Moore has held public
hearings and is now considering proposals to modify or
repeal the law; its recommendarions are due \"ery soon.
Tbe Southern Association of
Schools and Colleges has hinted at withdrawinj1; accreditation.
The hea\'y hand of such a
law (or ruling to the same
effect> is felt in its adminisrration. Narrow-minded college and university administrators,
worried about
m3intaining good relations
with state legislatures, can

virtually control the flow of
speakers from the outside.
What is at stake In tnese
battles is the "raison d'erre"
of colleges and universities,
what David Truman, dean of
Columbia College bas called
"an unembarrassed intensity
about matters of the intellect,
a hierarchy of respect .•• for
competence and imagination.
an attachment to the fragile
values of civilization."
To assert these "fragile
values" is not to deny the
obligation of the colleges and
universities in this country to
provide responsible leadership. Rather. it is to reaffirm
this obl~gation. The soapbox
is not and must not be a suhstitute for tiip. classroom. Hut
the campuses {If the nation
must constantly warr~ ap:ainst
the misguided sear'~!l ior a
static se~urity. As Justice
Dougla~ once s;lid, "The fact
is that security can onl\- be
achieved
throu)!h constant
change ••. There IS only an illusion of safety in a i\laginot
Line.
Socia! forces, like
armies. can sweep around a
fixed position and make it
untenable. "
By William E. JacksonJr.
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"IT'S A TOP PRIORITY DECISION ... WHAT
TO BUY LADY BIRD FOR CHRISTMAS."

Alabama Jury Acquits Three
In Slaying of Boston Minister
SELMA, Ala. (AP)-Three
white men accused of killing
a pro - integralion Boston
minister, the Rp.v. James
Reeb. were acquitted Friday
by a jury in state court which
delibt:rated less than two
hours.
A courrrocm :illed mostly
with white
spectators
applaud.o'd when the three
separate verdicts were read
by jury foreman William W.
Vaughan of Selma, an oil compan] official.
The defendants-Elmer L.
Cook, 42, manager of a
novelt"
company; N am 0 n
O'Neai Hoggk, 31, an auto
mecilanic; and his brother.
William Stanky Hoggle, 37.
a sai<.'srnan - displayed no
emotion.
The accused men had be",n
on trial four days ander firstdegree murder indictments
growing out ohhe fatal beating
of the Rev. Mr. Reeb on a
Selma street the night of last
March 9.
The Unitarian minister. 38.

and father of four children.
had come to Selma to take
part in the struggle for Negro
voting rights and had participated earlier that day in
an unsuccessful attempt to
march in protest from Selma
to Montgomery.
When the spectators applauded the jury's verdicts.
Sheriff James G. Clark Jr.
and his deputies on duty in the

)Iore Demonstrations
"lay Follow Verdict
ATLANTA. Ga. (AP)-Onl'!
of Dr. Manin Luther King's
top ~ides e,pressed regret
Friday at the acquittal of three
wilite men in Selma, Ala., but
added, "I guess this is the sort
of thing you get accustomed to
in Southern justice."
The Rev. Andrew Young of
King's Southern Christian
Leadership Conference said
there probably would be an
increase in demonstrations
especially in Selma as a result
of the acquinal.
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courtroom as bailiffs called
sharply for order. Circuit
Judge L. S. Moore told the
crowd to "sit down."
The trial went to the jury
at 2:55 p.m. (CST). The verdicts returned at 4:30 p.m.
Cook and the Hoggle
brothers shook hands with
friends who swarmed around
them and posed for photographers. Cook put his arm
around his blonde wife to have
their picture made.
Shaking hands with Cook.
dei'ense attorney Joseph T.
Pilc£1<:r said. "I am glad it
worked out all right." He
asked his clients not to make
anv statemf.'nts.
'rhe verdict followed bv one
week convictions of wh'te men
in two other racially related
Alabama slayings. A white
jury at Anniston convicted a
white man of murder in the
shooting death of a Negro
and another white jury at
Montgomery convicted three
Ku Klux Klansmen of federal
conspiracy charges in the
slaying of a white civil rights
worker.
"I was quite pleased With the
veTdict. of course:' Pilcher
said. "But it was not unexpected. It was the only verdict
which would havebeenconsistent with thto evidence."
Deputy Dist. Any. Virgis
M. Ashworth. who handled the
prosecution. said he did not
as a rule comment on verdicts. "1 try these criminal
cases and do the best I can:'
he said. "Then it's up to the
jury."
Disl. Any. Blanchard McLeod, who had said When the
trial started that he had a
weak case. declined comment.
Before the jury began its
brief deliberations, it was
admonished to put aside any
racial prejudice as it considered the testimony and evidence. .
All three defendants were
tried simultaneouslv but the
jury was instructed' by Judge
Moore to return separate verdicts because each man was
indicted separately.
. .- - - - - - - - - - .
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Johnson Gives OK to Plans
For New High-Speed Boother
AUSTIN. Tex. (AP)-President Johnson gave the goahead Friday for a new highspeed bomber to cost an
estimated $1.i5 billion by the
time 210 of them are in operation by 1971.
To be known as the FBllI,
it will be a modification of the
FIll. the controversial fighter once called the TFX.
The Pentagon's civilian and
uniformed 'chiefs conferred
with Johnson for more than
three hours at his ranch near
Johnson City. Secretary of
Defense Robert S. McNamara
later told a news conference
here about plans for the new
bomber.
McNamara said the FBlll
will fly twice as fast as the
latest model of the 852. have
equal range, and far greater
capacity to penetrate enemy
territory. The latest B52 has
a speed of about 050 miles an
hour and 9,OOO-mile range.
The defense chief told of
plans for the new bomber when

~~~~~lS~r

:;g ~~::er~t ~~
Congresg and otherg of hig
decision to retire 425 ulder
B52s and all R58s over the
next few year!;.
"They !;poke too soon," i\'lcNamara said.
il.1cNamara said the next

Far Out Fugitive
Faces Music Now
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)Daniel Raymond Fravel. 20year-f'ld California man. was
arrested on charges ofdesertion from the Army by FBI
agents at a night spot Thursday night. He was playing With
a jazz combo named the
Fugitives.

Open 24 hours a day-7 days a week
UNIVERSITY SOU ARE SHOPPING CENTER

ChiC'8go~~

session of Congress will be
asked to authorize the entire
$1.75-billion FBlll program.
but declined to estimate how
fast the money will be spent.
He said. however. that the
first of the new bombers will
be in operation in 1968 with
all to be ready by 1971.
McNamara said the FBIII
would be capable of strategic
and tactical missions, and
equipped to carry either
n u c I ear or conventional
bombs. He placed its lead
capacity at 50 high-explosive
bombs weighing 750 pounds
each.

Ilystery Fireball
Was Large llIeleor
By The Associated Press
A fiery object whict
streaked through the sky over
northern states was identified
by astronomers Friday as a
meteor of unusual size.
White - het pieces of the
speeding chunk of cosmic
debris apparently struck the
earth and were blamed for
setting a number of grass and
woods fires.
In Michigan, several children found srr.:mge merallic
particles whic 1 ma\' have been
thmwn off by the disintegnting fireball as it plunge~1
through [he air Thursday
night.
Brian Parent and LarnJones, both II. of Livonia,
Mich •• said they picked up a
piece of lightweight grayish
fused metal about the size of a
baseball which fell into a field.
Smaller chunks of similar
material were found by children in Warren. Mich. A
search for similar eVidence
was under way in states ranging from New York to
California.
Dr. Fred C. Hess. an asSOCiate astronomer at New
York's Hayden Planitarium,
said the object unquesrionably
was a meteor.
As it became incandescent
from the friction of its highspeed passage through the atmosphere. Dr. Hess said, it
blew up and scattered fragments over a wide area.
:leports of the ':Jrilliant object came from P~nnsylvania,
OhiO, Michigan. (ndiana and
parts of Canada just at dusk.
A similar phenomenon. apparently a separate meteor,
was spotted
later
in
California.
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Marines
Battle Reds
On Coast
SAIGON. South Viet Nam
(AP)-U.S. Marines shot up
outlying guerrilla platoons
Friday and. teaming with Vietnamese troops, sought to trap
a regiment or more of hard
core Viet Cong who had dug in
to hold a coastal valley south
of Da Nang. But it was slow
going.
Eighty miles down the coast,
U.S. 7th Fleet gunners drove
off two battalions of Viet Cong
besieging Duc Pho. Casualties
amung the government garrison at Duc Pho, 29 miles
southeast of Quang Ngai City,
were reported light.
The three-day-old coastal
Dattle remained "the focal point
:>f war that now appears to be
costing the Cnited States about
$6 billion a year.
The American Marines,
some freshly helicoptered into
combat from the carrier Valley Forge
found marshy
ground and 'other features of
the terrain impeded their
maneuvers to encircle the Viet
Congo
As explained by Lt. Col.
Leon Utter of Miami, Fla.,
commander of one of the
Leatherneck
batt al ion s:
"We've cut their retreat into
the hills in the west. Now we
want to close the loop on
them."
But a senior Marine officer told newsmen hours
later: "Our dragnet has been
extremely hard to implement."
This officer said he believed from 200 to 500 Vipt
Cong have been killed. largely by artillery and air strikes
since the battle erupted
Wednesdav With a Red attack
on a Vietrlamese ranger battalion. Vietnamese losses
also are considered heavy.
Casualties among the
Marines. some of whom were
committed Thursday under a
screen of official secrecy.
were reponed to be light.

Rusk Says U.S. Is in Viet Nam
To Prevent World War Three

DEAN RUSK

A.stronauts Fight Stuffy Noses
While Waiting for Gemini 6
HOUSTON. Tex. (AP)Their noses stuffy and their
spacecraft shutters sometimes closed against the hot
sun, the Gemini 7 pilots Friday streaked toward the halfwa~' mark of their 14-day
orbital journey.
Flight sW'geons tried to
prescribe an anti allergy • decongestant pUt for Navy Cmdr.
James A. Lovell Jr.
Unless ii's «for medical
research, I'd prefer not to,"
Lovell replied.
Otherwise, both he and Air
Force Lt. Col. Frank Borman
were in fine shape as their
Gemini 7 spacecraft clipped
off the miles and minutes
toward Sunday's date in space
With a Gemini sistership.
The Gemini 7 astronauts
were kept fully informed on
the progress of their fellow
Gemini 6 astronauts at Cape
Kennedy, Fla.
The Gemini 6 is to blast off
at 8:54 a.m. (CST) Sunday for a
103,000- mile space chase
after Gemini 7. When they
meet, they will fly forma!ion
for perhaps six hours, coming
perhaps within inches of one
another.
It is a full dress rehearsal
for a moon-fli!J;ht technique
essential to a moon-Iandi ng. It
has never been done in space
before.

UNICEF Has Happy Birthday
OSLO, Norway (AP)-The
Cnited Nations Children's
Fund-UNICEF-received the
1965 Nobel Peace Prize Friday and the fund's executive
director declared it was "a
wonderful incentive to greater
efforts in the name of peace:'
"You have gh-"n us new
strength," said the Henry R.
Labouisse of the United
State". accepting for UNICEF
a gold medal and a check for
$54.440.
The fund. which celebrates
its 19th anniversary Saturday,
aids an estimated 750 million
children in 118 emerging
countries.
Shop Wltl<
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Secretary of State Dean Rusk
said Friday the United States
is fighting in Viet Nam to
prevent World War III and
working to build a lasting
peace because "we shall not
have the chance again."
"It is of the utmost imponance" that the Communists clearly recognize the
United States will live up to
its commitments in Viet ;-.lam

The Oslo ceremony was one
of three honoring the 1965
Nobel Winners.
Four of the Nobel prizes
were awarded in a companion
ceremony in Stockholm wht're
Swedish King Gustav VI Adolf
handed them out.
The awards were made on
the 69th anniversary of the
deatt> of Alfred Nobel, the
:;wedish inventor of dynamite
who set up the peace prize to
whoever "best promoted the
fraternity of nations."

UBC

At mission control. officials
set up to both handle Gemini
7's flight anda simulated flight
by Gemini n. rehearsing again
the difficult space pursuit and
rendezvous.

Harr.·s Sentenced

To 60-75 Years
FAIRFIELD, m. (AP)-

Charles (Black Charlie) Harris was sentenced Friday to
60-75 years in prison for a
double murder ofwllichhewas
convicted Nov. 3.
Judge Charles E. Jones of
Circuit Court sentenced the
69-year-Old ex-convict after
turning down attorneys' motion for a new trial on two
counts of murder and an arson
count.
Harris was given a term of
60-75 years on each murder
count. and a term of 10-15
are to run
concurrently.
years
for arson.
The terms
Harris. formerly listed by
the FbI as one of its 10
most - wanted fugitives, declined comment about the sentences. But as he turned away
from Jones. he remarked:
«Thanks."
The prohibition era gang
member began trial Oct. 11
on charges he slew a former
girl friend and the man with
whom the prosecution charged
Harris was competing for the
woman.
He also was charged with
burning the rural house in
which the bodies of Jerry
Meritt. 28. and Mrs. Charles
Newton. 32, were found in
August 196~.
His attorney. Fletcher
LeWis of Murphysboro, Raid
the case may be appealed to
the minois Supreme Court.
Offic ia I s said Harris
probably will remain in Wayne
County Jail at least until a
Dec. 18 hearing on his attorneys' motion for dismissal
of a perjury indictment.

and other world trouble spots,
Rusk said.
"Otherwise the structure
of peace right around the
world could disintegrate," he
told 1,000 labor delegates to
the AFL-CIO's 10th an niversary convention.
While fighting in Viet Nam
"we must get on With organizing the peace" through
the United Nations and other
international organizations.
"We shall continue to gnaw
at the problem of disarmament
and try to break through the
fog of distrust."
Rusk expressed hope that
disarmament
meetings in
January will "make some
progress, particularly on nonproliferation of nuclear weapons."
He emphasized nations must
prevent a recurrence of global
conflict, warning: "The survival of man is no longer a

!""--=__
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Delegates whistled, applauded and cheered for three
minutes.
Vice President Huben H.
Humphrey, in a speech,linked
the war in Viet Nam to labor's
aspirations.
"The AFL-CIO has recognized that a great society cannot and should not stop at the
water's edge," he said.
"The America that W~ build
must be an inspiration and a
s?ur~~ of str~ngth to all manklOd.
Humphrey added: "Today
yOl:ng Americans are dying in
Viet Nam not for the safelV
of strangers but for the safety
of all free men:'
Like administration leauers
who addressed the convention
Thursday, HumphI~Y oledged
"to fi&ht hard and win" repeal
of Section 14B of the TaftHartley Act that "has spawned
in 19 states <right-to-work'
....;l,;,a.;.w.;.s~·_'~_~_ _ _ _ _'1
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and no fU1e.
$6.00

1

4

5

6
is open all day on Sunday!

RECORDS
ALL tyPES

• Pop
eFolk
e(;lassical

NEEDLES
FIT ALL MAKES

• Diamond
.Sapphire

Williams Store
212 S. ILLltmlS

Yes, University Baptist Church is open ALL DA Y
every Sunday, right at the northwest corner of
the campus where West Mill Street and Oakland
Street intersect. / Sunday School at 9:30 / Morning
Worship Hour at II :00, which can be heard on
WCIL I Evening Services begin at 5:45 with a
supper snack served in the church dining hall /
followed by Training Union at 6:30 I Evening Worship
Hour at 7:30. I Catch the West Bus Service. or
better still, call 7 -8820 for free transportation
anytime after 8:45 SUJ!day morning •
ALL faiths and races welcome. I Got Problems?
Our Pastor will be glad to talk with you any time
in confidence. Reach him at 7-8820 or at 7--417.
His name? Robert J. Hastings.

0_

hooter. _It ar ••-tracteof.

You'll be proud to give one
for Christmas.

denhaDlS
410 S. Illinois
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'3oryour Ho iJay .
. Dining pleasure

Woman, 89, 'Broadens Life,'
Adds School to Her Activities

• PRIME RIBS
STEAKS OF ALL CUTS
• ITALIAN DINNERS
• TRADITIONAL HOLIDAY FARE
• ASSORTED FISH PLATES

'.

HOUDAY PARnES OUR SPECIALTY!
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY: PH. 4S7-298S

LiHle Brown Jug Steak House
OPEI'f I'fOOI'f TO MIDNIGIiT

" 9 I'f. WASIiII'fGTON

At 89 most women are content to sit in a rocker and
reflect on the good old days.
But that's not the case with
one area woman that age. She
not only works at a regular
paying job and keeps her own
house, but has enrolled in a
business
English
course
offered by the SIU's Division
of Technical and AdultEducation.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~'I~t:h~in~k~th~e~c:o:u!rs~e~i:s.;a
very
important step in

~

PHILOSOPHY Ma.ORS

lIulld their mlncls
with Moo & Cackle
....r'••r ••

Q

broadening my life," she explained.
The woman, who is shy and
declined to give her name,
is one of some 9,474 persons
ranging in age from 18 to 89
who are taking adult education
courses offered by SIUin about
25 southern Illinois counties.
Last year more than 480
adult education classes were
offered by SIU in about 75

back together, I need a better
education. I want us to be
able to live as an average
working American family."
To most of the students,
the reason for taking an adult
education course may not be
as urgent. In many cases, it
is simply to satisfy a desire,
or fulfill a vocational deficiency.
Courses include bookkeep-

area
communities.
Why?
Let's let one of them
explain in their own words:
"The reason for wanting to
finish my high school education really started 22 years
ago:' one explained. ". was
a junior in high school at the
time. The second World War
had started and jobs were
many with good wages. so I
quit school with the idea of
working and helping my
mother and father."
She said that in the meantime she met a young man,
fell in love and got married.
"We thought we have the
world at our feet and could
accomplish anything in our
live!'!:' she continued. "We
did have some good happy
years and 12 healthy, normal
children. But as the children
grew older, my husband
realized that we were helpless and money did not seem
to have the same value. It
left us with a feeling as if
we were just children, too."
She said her husband became a nervous wreck and an
alcoholic as the strain became
unbearable. They separated. •
' •~.IIII!.I!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
"I was left with the re- -.
sponsibility of providing a
living for the family," she
ROSE CORNELL
went on. "So to get at least
• . • She's learning shorthand
a job with a living wage and
to eventually ge.t my family
ping-accounting.
electronic
computer operation, oil painting, mathematiCS, foreign language, electronics, carpentry,
machine shop, engine repair,
Key issues involved in the private pilot ground school,
four-quarter academic year radio, sewing and income tax
operation at Stu will be dis- procedures.
The most popular course,
cussed when the SIU Chapter
of the American Association according to Glenn E. Wills,
of
University Professors adult education supervisor, is
meets at 6:30 p.m. Monday at a high school review in prepathe Student Christian Founda- ration for the general education development test. This
tion.
Leading the discussion will year, 655 people seeking their
be Dean William Simeone of high school equivalency certhe Graduate School. Robert tificate are enrolled in this
G. Layer. chairman of the course.
Wills said the Adult EducaDepartment of Economies. and
Willis Moore, chairman ofthe tion Division tries to fill the
need of the community and
Department of Philosophy.
tailor its programs to the
greatest benefit of the people
Student Fined,
enrolling.
The meal"ure of success
Put on Probation perhaps
is best summed up
John H. Marsh, 20, of Anna. in this statement from one of
has been fined $25 plus $5 the older women who is encosts by Magistrate Robert rolled in one of the courses:
Schwartz and placed on dis'" have been asked by
ciplinary probation through friends why I am wasting my
winter quarter by University time taking this course at my
officials.
age," she said. "The joy ,
Marsh was charged With an get from learning to study
illegal attempt to purchase again would be compensation
alcohol With false identifica- enough even if , don't benefit
tion at ABC Liquor Store. in any other way from it.'·

AAUP Meeting Set
For Monday Night

MOTORCYCLE

STORAGE

fOTlhe

C HRISTJIAS IIOLIDA YS
Call for Reservations.

The Pawn Slwp
UNIVERSITY SQUARE

201 S. Illinois

457 -2668

PClge9
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Music Degrees
Receive Approval

SIU Chemist Schmulbach
Is Korean War Veteran

Two graduate deF:rees in
music oifered in the School
of Fine Art~ have been
formally approved by the NaHonal Association of Schools
of Music.
They are master of music
and master of music education. offered since 1957.
The association. to which
SIll belongs, is the official
accrediting agency for music
!)rograms in U. S. universities.
Robert Mueller. Department
of Music chari man, said it is
associatioR policy to approve
graduate programs officially
after they have been in operation for some time. Graduate
students at SlUmaypursuethe
master of music degree in
three separate areas: theorycomposition.
history and
literature, and applied music.

C. David Schmulbach, 36,
has accepted a position as
ass 0 cia t e professor of
chemistry at SIU this year.
He worked earlier as an
ass i s tan t
professor of
chemistry at Pennsylvania
State University.
A veteran of the Korean
conflict, Schmulbach served
with the U. S. Navy from 1951
to 1954, attaining rank of
lieutenant.
He is a graduate of the University of Illinois, where he
....... earned a bachelor of science
degree in 1951 and his
--"
doctorate in 1958.

r

Shop With

Daily Egyptian
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on the subject of inorganic
polymers, stabilization of un-

Aclvertise"

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE

Voig~ Vaughan

To Take 6 Month
Sabbatical Leaves
John W. Voigt,executiveofficer for General Studies, and
Andrew T. Vaughan, assistant
executive officer for General
Studies, will take sabbatical
leaves from January to June.
Vaughan will fulfill a two-·
fold purpose while he is on
leave. First he will study a
program of general ec:ucation
in various educational systems in Europe. He will visit
16 countries from Sweden to
Spain.
Also. Vaughan will haveappointments with nine c'rganizations involved in educational
television in Europe.
While on leave Voigt will
prepare a manuscript for a
book.
Amos Black will be in
charge of the General Studies
program for the winter and
spring quarters.

common oxidation states of
representative elements, and
the effect of pressure on the
rates of racemization of solid
coordination compounds.
Organizations of which he is
a member include Phi Lambda
Fpsilon. Sigma Xi, New York
Academy of Science, American Chemical Society and
Chemical Society.
He and his wife, the former
Barbara Williamson, have
three children.
-----------.

C•• pus Shopping Cente,

NURSING PACT - President l)elyte W. Morris and Sister Mary
Thomas, administrator of St. Elizabeth Hospital in Granite City.
sign an agreement which will make the hospital's facilities available for pediatric training of student nurses from SIU. The agreement was signed at a commemorative dinner held at the hospital
Tuesday evening.

eCheel C."ia,
eN.ta" ,,,Wic
eMo•., Or....
eTitle S.nie.
• 0,.. , •.•• to

e

eDri...,'. Lie.....

e'"..lie S......._

e 2 D.~ Lie..... Plo_
Sor"ic.

• Trayel...• Chee'"

6 p ••• E"." Do~ Coshed
Pay ,our Gas, Light, Phan., and Water Bills ......

Cardner 10 Read
FromHisPoelry
John C. Gardner. aSSOCiate
professor of English will read
from his own poetry tonight in
a program at Washington University. St. Louis.

A swilil" .,....... i.

Chic....... $16
.....

-.;

:.~

:.' ;~

'

.....

says. "Any
student. man

'..""..e

'.'
~•.·;,2~
: . . :, .•....:•• .•...........•..

ot'woman.. can
stay at

ChicaRors
YMCA Hotel
and enjoy a
weekend for

...

~'
Fri. P.M.

SUSAN • • D_
Manchester
College. No.
Manchester. Ind.

SJ6.1S. He.e-is
howl did jt.

0=

Dinner YMCA Hole;
V"i,OldTowr>
loo.. a,VH_'

$1.:10

J.OO
J.OO

Sat. A.;A.. lreo.fastat V Hate'

Sat. P.M.

.60

Art fnstitute Toul'

f<ee

lund.. at SIou'!e,"s

US

Nat. Hist. Museu. Tow

Free

'_5_.
_atV_,

1.30

Dinner of Y tfc.Jet

Sat. ~;Ie dance. V _ ,

Suft.A.M. • _ _

.,.v_

.IS
..01.5

100

V_

.60

_ i p " c:-tn.I 0 ....
1_. . .
i.lO

Suft,oM. Ioock-C-

T_Si6U

Re-write the books!
There's a change in cumculum. Toronado's in! Front wheel drive with 38S-horse
Rocket V-8 takes boredom out of the course! No more cramming-with ftat ftoors. si" passengers
are a snap! Toronado styling takes honors over anything else on the road! In fact •••
sample the style and action of any of the Toronado-inspired Rocket Action Oldsmobiles.
You'D want to major in Olds ownership! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!

MIN" WOMEN" _liES

Stay at CleU:ago'.

YMCA HOTEL
826 SCMIIh WoIxnIo

at the edge 01 'he Loop
_

..

~oo

_11.. . . . .

Writ. _ _ I_ _ _ 927·JlU

SiiP ourFRONT
D(!J
••• ;11 II Rockel ActilJlr Cflr!

I OLDSI\,40BILE

......10
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ALL TOGETHER NOW - BLOW HARD

The Sigma PU TlarOll1

A REAL HIGH FLYER

A Big Blow Out

Hundred. oj Colorful Balloo,..
IVere a Main Attraction
At the Fratemity~8 Christmas

Party lor Orpharu

AIR TO SPARE

ALL THIS AND PRESENTS. TOO

PIwI,. 6y BaadyClarl

TIME OUT FOR A PIGGY-BACK RIDE'

, IMI ...Y .EGY PTIAM

Finals 'Tune Up' Set by Cy~lists for This Afternoon
The first annual "Let's
Loosen Up for Finals" motorcycle tour and trail ride will
be held today by the Southern
Riders Association.

ride. The run will be canceled
in the event of rain.
There will be no charge for
the (Our and all area cyclists
. are invited to join the event.

YIN

~C!t L'L.\"S~S111 P.i II a[!).~l ID~Si
Classified advertising rot.S: 20 wonIs or less are Sl.00 p.r insertion; additional word.
fiv .. cents .",:h; four cansea.ti.e issues for 53.00 (20 wards). Payable _for..... de"""
tine, which is two days prior fa publication.... cept for T....sday·. pop_.. which is n_1t

Friday.

The Daily Egyptian da.s not refund money wit.. ads are cancallM.
The Doily Egyptian r.serves tft. right to rej.ct any advertising copy.

0."

FOR SALE
Matorcyele. All",..,.. 250, 1960
_d.,. ExeoUan, condition. blue.
Exlras; Windshield,. 2 quarts oil..

'1 " 9 tarp, blael. single .eat.
5300. Phon" 549.3667.
"23

Sot of s __ ti ••• for Val .. swag....
Mew, still in _apping paper. Call
457-6326. Be.t oH...
03

Foes From 3 Other Schools
To Test SIU Matmen Today
SIV wrestlers will have a
time of it in Pennsylvania
today when they face three
tough mat teams-Indiana
State
of
Terre
Haute.
Lycoming of Williamsport,
Pa.. and host team Bloomsburg (Pa.) State.
The Salukis will be counting
on depth in all their weight
divisions to give the other contenders some rough competition.
A standout on the team is

1M Basketball
Ends for Fall
The intramural basketball
season for the fall quaner
will close today afterthe playing of 1~ scheduled games.
Play will resume on Jan. 3.
The schedule:
1 p.m.

George McCreery. competing
in the 167-pounddivision.McCreery. from Palatine.
claimed an individual championship in the Illinois Invitational at Champaign last weekend. along with eight of his
teammates.
Tony
Kusmanoff. 160
pounds, is the only returning
member from last year's
squad who will be competing
today. other than McCreery.
Don Schneider. 137 pounds.
is back after recovering from
an injury last year that prevented him from competing.
Newcomers to the team who
are competing in Bloomsburg
are Terry Magoon. 115; Wayne
Lenhares. 123; Dan Ross. 130;
Al Lipper. 145; Julio Fuentes.
152; Aaron Bulow, 177; AI
Bulow, 191; and Bob Roop.
heavyweight.
Today's four-team meet is
called
an i nv i ta t i ona1

El Mahol Cramers-Last
Reson Tigers, V-School I
Chateaus-Stampers n, USchool 2
Brown Rebels-Pierce Arrows, Arena 1
Felts Overseers-Boomer
Angs, Arena 2
Boomer
Bombers-Bailey
1st, Arena 3

4 p.m.

Campus Rebels-Possum
Trots, U-School I
Warren-T-Waters-Allen Kiwis. U-School 2

.he finest in

slwe-repair
(\\ork done whilE' you wail)

Settl emoir's
.-lrross from tfoe ~ ar.sit,

We dye

S..\TI~

shoes!

441

533 per month. Close to campus.
Call Wally at 549.3037 after 6
p.m. One male only.
436

Efficiency apartment. Call Don a.
R...dy befo.. 10 a.m ....01 after 7
p.m. S.9-7045, Apt. 1.
439

T,ail.. spaees, Plea....' Hill
Trailo,· Park, ea.t of Route 51
on Plea..... Hill Rada. Clyd..
Amolel. Phone 457·2318. Car ........
clal..
442

HELP WANTED
aa"".itte. - port time - 5 day. Noan till 4:00. Call 457·5671.
424

1------------1

L .....,ng ........_
....... __
bitious, i_lIig_. herd _",.
Roo",s ... ",aI. eollege .tud_t..
'n9 .al.__ far winter
Call fo, appointment after 6 ,.m.
A.-Geth,e .alary. fringe ......
axcept Weclne.day and Sunday..
fit •• ApplF Bo" 10. DailF Egypt.
J-98=5-::3~129:::.._ _ _ _ _ _:44:5=-1ri--..;.-C-a-....
-nd-Gf-..;..;."
. ..
I.---~;.;....;4....
T_ "ecfroom traile,. Far male
.tud...t.. Malibu Village. Ra..
_abl. ca.t. Car. legal. eaU
CI ..... at 549·"233.
430

"an.

WANTED
BabysitfH for winter quart.r.
12 a.m. Monday - F,iday. At
my ha_ Gr FGU." 510 per weele.
Call 549.2569 after 5 p.m.
..,.

a-

2 male roommates. 10·.50· traifer
Rollaway

bed,

dre •• ers,

4 miles out on Giant City block.
tap. Coli Jock GrzeSik, 9.2594.
Must hove cor.
428

TV.

cord table, crib, phonograph,
Somsonite luggage ond new sect·

ional couch. 457·6385.

431

Handa. $,65. Goad "andition. 4
months ald. 5200. See Mib.
~:rr~S7_8~j:.s West. Room

One male roommate to shore new

Efficiency - m...•• apartment.
2 ..... m.. .itchenette, laundry.
Availoltl. fOO' winter quart.... In;';~~: :~:-=;O:: Lincoln ~~IS

efficiency apar'm"nt 2 miles off
campus. Ca. desirable.
Call
549-3727 ~ft.r 5.
..12

1:0 1----------.....;.-1
sha.e apartment wint., term. Has
3-becl._m hom. mile east
car. Call 9-4532
9·3749

1960 Chew,olet Q>nv"'tible, 348,
stick, excellent condition. 5950.

Chipmonks-Mites. U-School

Governors-A b b 0 tt
2nd.
V-School 1
Warren Rebels-Little Egypt
Ag Co-op. U-School 2

;~~I:":..de:.~!~.~on~s: R~~e:;

S.9.3572.

1962 Ri""rside sc_ter. Excel.
I"nt conditiolt. Mak .. off.... Coli
Mik. or Bob at 549·3691. 0. in.
quire 403 W. Freeman. Apt. Mo.
16.
422

2p.m.
1
V City Raiders-Jerry's
Jokers, V-School 2
Felts F eelers-P ierce
Cretes, Arena 1
B'Jomer Terrors-Brawn's
Gods. Arena 2
Warren Falcons-Brown
Nosers, Arena 3
3 p.m.

1'162 - 17See. Parilla; M...y n.w
_gine a ...... oul .... excet·
I.... condition. AI ... ti .... f.ena
..... whe.l. for 175ec. JII_ can
68......767.
..38
1965 y_ ....a 25Oce.YDs.3. Ex.
port"

"'otice: T'WO quarfer house lease...

T_ male stud_t. to ta.e
<on'roct CIt Lincoln Village 00_
for wint. ...d spring quarters.

1~

Senior gi,1 o.,e. 21 wishes to

0_

of Carbondal •• R_m fo, 4 a. 5

::::~::::: ~~ii 4~~~~g~rai..!.~~i:o;

0'

...ytim..
409
Babysitter for ane 19.......nth... ld

t"C~O~I~19~'~2&~2~5~.:Ti;:;:-;;;':ill4;1~51-...:0:r':5~49~.~26~2~2~aft~:.:
... ..~p~.m:.:.....~3~9~3-1 d~d:. ~.~:..;:mCa~ :J:2'9J4a.:;:
!!::,.Tr:::" :"~' !!~ m~;;:
1960 Vespa sc_te., needs kick
starter, 5110. Jim ".ichon ... i.
Uni.ersity City. room 23...
407

New 51'dO' ma";!e homes for
.... t. Also space rentals. Cell
457.8383, Malibu Village. Inc.,
Highway 51 South.
390

.... 5 p.m. Salary to b. decid.d.

Chewolet. Mu.physboro. 1957
ael-Ai. 2-cIoo• •,,01_. 283 h.p.
Exc.llent condition. Coli 6871006.
403

Apartno...... fa. mala stuclent..
504 Hay •• Corbo""ale, Call 5494122. If no ....wet. 549.1030.
389

Meed typing? Fast. ..ffielent
• ..tviee on ... IBM electric. Will
pick up. Call 68.... 2166 8 a.m. _
5 p.m. 68 ....4650 after 5.
..10

3~8

SERVICES OFFERED

Expert typing of term paper. and
. When you can't
Hancfa 5-90. R.... 2 .....thsolcL
'lew Elear 10"xSO" troil ... s wi'"
...•• is. Phone 549.229....
402
800 mil... Exeell_ Q>ndition.
bun. beefs for 2-4 .tud.... ts. Par.Lir........ new. Must sell iming permits alloweel. 614 E. pa....
afford to be dull,
",ecfi_IF' Can 549-4163.
~54
Call 7-640S.
427
Ed
-t.-.-2-".;;:cf.~ ....:d:!':"a:!':~";!..~::"I;..~';';:
sharpen your wits 1-1-9-57- O..'d....-.....-"-i..'e-,;.......doo..;;.;.r~sed....;,;an;.;.+..;Catt;..;;.;;..;age;..;;.;s;.;.;;F-OO'-s-tu-d...
$100 or offw. Phone 549-2709.
_"'; eralt Orchard Estate •• 3
E';,i:c~d· ~~= ~s.!-;i':~·
392
~~;3;:~t of Carbondale. Ph;;
uag. instruction. Call 457-8509.
with NoDoZTM
~~~r 7~;!:';";.';: 5195':1 t-:Ma:x=t~"';'_:::-:--'Pi~e":-~Un-:.i-""~Si~ty--l.....- - - - - _ - - . . : 3 : t ; ! 9 - 1
NODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy. lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality..• helps
quicken physical reactions. Vou become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Vet
NODOz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
•.• when you can', af<ord to be dull.
sharpen your wits with NcOoz.

SAFE AS COFFEE

1'165 yam .... a 55ee. Gao" eern.
.!itian. 3000 miles. 5225 O. Mst
afle,. Call 457...."1. Ask...

F......

386

1965 rmpala SS, ' - cr..- hardtop.
327·300 ho,.epower, 4 ........ posi.
trock - guo......... A-l _difion
52400. Call 985-2605.
378
Fard convertible, 1'163, Gal""i..
Autamatie,
power
st •• rin9.
bral<es. Elleallent. must sail.
Call 684-6589.
401

City R•• id...ce Halls. Tho "est
For excehont typiltg _viee. on
offer. yo .. MUch _r. _ lu_.i.
.Iec...ie IBM. Call a4.s. ".".r,
ou. roo..... study lounges. tutor...57-6648 afte, 5 p.m.
388
in9 ..... ic•• delicious food, ,Iu.
aogania'" sacial ...d ..crectional
Reuphalst...in9
Repair, a.....
p.ag....... Fa. informCltion. write
F,ee piC".up ... d delivery. Call
Unive,sity City Re.i""'e. Hall.
684-6020. T.x·C.aft Service.
602 E. Collet.o. phone 549·3396
Operator is ". T.
0.549.3397.
346
Wrigh., wife Oo,is.
385
t-~H~eI;';p~.C~_=.t';;'a-'fo-rcl-;m-u-s-t-se-I-I';'ca';';n;".-t-T-y-p-in-g_-fa-.-'-a-st-.-.'-fi-cl-'en-t-ty-p";i~n9.:....f

0__

fracto Mal...aam. One of newer
rooms at Uni".rsity City. Call
Phil Lawye. at "57·6312.
435
Ma'.

students

with

c;:ar.

New

homes. All eleetrie:. La... wood

FOR RENT
Carbondale. O"c-l'OOm eifie:.enc:y

for woman. Coli 457-4144. 9.5.
)27

Park Subdivision. One mile past
th" dam at Crab Orcha.d Lo ....

Phone 549.3678.

311

1M"

eall 549.1313 before 12 naon or
after 5:30 p.....
419
Safety first drive.'. training
speciali.t§. State licensed. certifi... instructors. Question: 00
you want to I.am to d.ive? Coli
549.4213, Box 933. Corbondal ....
6

P.,.I2
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Saluki Gymnasts in Iowa This Weekend;
Will Travel to Next Meet Over Holidays
With the stan of the dual
meet season just around the
corner. Southern's gymnasts
will be putting the finishing
toucbes on their routines this
weekend at the Iowa Invitational gymnastics meet at Iowa
City.
Since there will be no team
title at stake and with finals
just two days away, Coacb
Bill Meade will not send a full
team to the meet.
.
Sollhomore Paul Mayer and
juniors Rick Tucker and Larry
Lindauer will be the only three
Salukis in the all-around
category. All three finished
in the tOP 15 last week at the
Midwest Open in Chicago.
Junior Frank Schmitz, the
NCAA free exercise and
trampoline champion, will be
competing in those two events
and in the long horse.
Single event men will
include Mike Boegler on side
horse, and Hutch Dvorak and
Dale Hardt on trampoline.
Rusty Mitchell, former
Saluki
gymnast
and an
assistant to Meade, will once

Ln US CLEAN

YOURHOL.a

be the last meet for the gymnasts until after Christmas.
On Dec. 26, the gymnasts
will interrupt their vacations
to attend the United States
Gymnastics
Federation
Eastern
Clinic in Fon
Lauderdale. Fla.
The Salukis will first put
tbeir 37 consecutive dualmeet victory streak on the
line Jan. IS, at Iowa State
University.
Tbe first bome dual meet
will be Jan. 28, against
Mankato ~ate.

ARDROBI!
WE OFFER FAST,
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES:

•
•

•

again be compelingfortheallaround title.
Mitchell won the all-around
championship last week at the
open in Chicago, although be
failed to win a first in any
event.
The Iowa Invitational will

Rehab Captures League Lead
In Close Faculty-Staff Bowling'
High Series
Rehab took over first place
Monday in the Faculty-Staff Technology
Bowling League by taking B. Vincint, Rehab
three of four points from the
University Center.
HigbGame
Rehab was led by Gerry Dutch Masters
Pieters and B. Vincint. The G. Pieters, Rehab
two had series' of 562 and 572,
respectively. Pieters bowled
the 111gh game of the year at

Salnkis Win Again,
Down Chattanooga

254.

The entire teague tightened
as' the Grad A's rOf'le up from
(Continued m. Page I)
the cellar to take three points
from Counseiing and Testing. half before the Salukis began
to pull away. Hitting on goals
by Goin, McNeil and Dave
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Lee, Southern built up a 47Dutch Masters
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29 lead and was never in
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trouble after that.
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Along with Smith and
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McNeil, Goin wound up in
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double figures for the victors.
Dara Process
19.5 20.5 He pumped in 13 points and
Che.llistry
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captured nine rebounds. He
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was followed by Boyd O'Neal
Counseling 8< Test 18.5 21.5 with seven points; Lee had
Spares
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six, Roger Bechtold four and
University Center 17
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Bill Lacy two.
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Travis Ashley led Chattanooga with 14 poims, followr ed by Jim Coppinger with 10.
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The Salukis once again led
J..,~e
in rebounds but this time with
Anyone intel'ested in joining only 41 to the Moccasir.s" 32.
a ski club ehould sign the Southern had been averaging
notice 00 the University Ceo- 61 rebounds to their opter bulletin board. If enough ponents" 40 prior to Friday
persons Sore imerested. an night.
organizational meeting will be . Although the Salukis made
held in January.
only 29 of 71 attempts from
If the group is organized, the field
they were more
a trip to Colorado during a-=curate at the free throw
spring break is being planned. line. They hit 10 of 12
A person does not need to tries. which is considerably
have experience in skiing in better than their efforts in
order to join.
the first three games.
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Linde Star Sapphires
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If'e laa11e 011er 40

different,y.,yled
men'. and women'.
Linde Star Sapplaire••

All have new mountings

Save like never before!
The Pawn Shop
201 S.lIIinois

Here's a gift that'll be dear
to those near you for months.
And months.
GIVE a subscription to the
DAILY EGYPTIAN
only$2
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$6 y.ar

